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Chujado

Biyangdo

Gapado

Marado

Udo

Seogwipo-si

Jeju-si

Hallasan (Mt.)

Location East Longitude 126 degrees 8 minutes - 126 degrees 58 minutes /
   North Latitude 33 degrees 6 minutes - 34 degrees 00 minutes
Weather Rainfall (㎜) Jeju 1,728.3 Seogwipo 2,618.1 / Average Temperature (℃) 16.7

Area Total Area 1,849.1㎢ / Highest Point Hallasan (Mt.) 1,950m

Provincial Flower Chamkkot (Rhododendron)   Provincial Tree Camphor laurel

Provincial Bird Jeju Five-colored Woodpecker   Provincial Color Blue
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At a Restaurant

Reserved 000

yeyaghan 000 ibnida

예약한 000입니다

Do you have a menu?

menyupan issseubnikka?

메뉴판 있습니까?

Water, please

mul juseyo

물 주세요

I’d like to order

jumunhalgeyo

주문할게요

I’ll order a little later

jogeum issdaga jumunhalgeyo

조금 있다가 주문할게요

What is delicious?

mwoga mas-iss-eoyo?

뭐가 맛있어요?

How long do I have to wait?

eolmana gidalyeoya doenayo?

얼마나 기다려야 되나요?

Please give me a receipt

yeongsujeung juseyo

영수증 주세요

It’s delicious

mas-iss-eoyo

맛있어요

While Shopping

May I try it on?

ib-eobwado doelkkayo?

입어봐도 될까요?

Do you accept credit cards?

sin-yongkadeu doenayo?

신용카드 되나요?

Please pack separately

ttalottalo pojanghae juseyo

따로따로 포장해 주세요

Please exchange

gyohwanhae juseyo

교환해 주세요

Is it refundable?

hwanbul doenayo?

환불 되나요?

What time do you open?

myeochsie mun yeol-eoyo?

몇시에 문 열어요?

What time do you close?

myeochsie mun dad-ayo?

몇시에 문 닫아요?

How much is it?

eolma-eyo?

얼마에요?

Public Transportation

Could you let me know when I arrive at 00?

00e dochaghamyeon allyeo jusigessseubnikka?

00에 도착하면 알려 주시겠습니까?

Please go to 00

00kkaji gajuseyo

00까지 가주세요

Please stop here

yeogiseo sewojuseyo

여기서 세워주세요
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Accommodations in Jeju

Jeju Island offers a variety of accommodations from hotels to guest houses. There are cozy and 
romantic hotels for families and couples, comfortable pensions for friends, private pensions 
for large family trips, as well as resorts. A hotel with a swimming pool or a pool villa is a good 
choice when traveling with parents or children.

Hotels / Resorts
As a popular travel destination, there are countless hotels in 
Jeju. Options range from 5-star hotels to business hotels for 
more practical travelers. The large selection makes it easy to 
choose according to your travel style. Hotels can be one of 
the most affordable and convenient places to stay if you use a 
discount website or get a special discount.

Private Pension
In a private pension, you can use an entire house for 
yourself. These pensions are usually old Jeju houses that 
were remodeled. The rock gates and yard will allow you 
to experience the Jeju ambiance to the fullest. It might 
be more expensive than other accommodations, but it's 
perfect for travelers who prioritize privacy.
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Guest Houses
Guest houses have transformed along with the changes 
in travel trends. There are less shared rooms and more 
private rooms or 2-person rooms. These guest houses 
offer a semi-private space in a limited area. Some even 
offer breakfast and hotel style services, which makes 
them a competitive option.

Pool Villa
There are many luxury pensions furnished with a spa, 
private pool, and open-air baths to help ease your fatigue 
from traveling. While it's one of the more expensive options, 
it's a wonderful way to celebrate a special anniversary or 
moment.

Glamping
Camping, but make it stylish in Jeju. This option is perfect 
for travelers who love camping. With no need to carry heavy 
camping gear, glamping offers an easy camping experience. 
There's a bed inside the tent and trailers have everything you 
need to spend the night, which is sure to be memorable.

Safe Accommodations
Jeju Island is the first to enforce 
the "Farming  and  Fishing  Village 
Lodging Safety Certification System" 
in Korea. It was established in order 
to create a safe and clean lodging 
environment, improve the safety and 
service of travelers, and boost the 
competitiveness of small bed and 
breakfasts that are on the rise.

More Information on Accommodations  
Visit Jeju (www.visitjeju.net)
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Top 30 Tourist Attractions in Jeju

Udo

 112-7 Seongsandeongyong-ro, Seongsan-eup, Seogwipo-si 
     (Udo Island Ferry Dock)

Udo (Cow Island) is so named because it resembles a cow lying 
down. Its blue sea, cozy meadows and white sandy beaches are 
particular impressive. The night view of Udo under the stars has a 
different kind of beauty.

Seongsan Ilchulbong (Sunrise Peak)

 284-6 Ilchul-ro, Seongsan-eup, Seogwipo-si

This tuff cone formed when an underwater volcano erupted in the 
middle of the ocean. It was designated as a national monument due 
to its high value for preservation. It was registered as a UNESCO 
World Natural Heritage Site in 2007 and UNESCO Global Geopark 
Site in 2010.

How much of Jeju have you seen?
Big and small oreums and forest trails. Hallasan can always be seen off in the distance, the blue 
ocean, and unique tourist attractions. These gems are waiting to be visited by travelers just like you.
※Refer to Visit Jeju's annual page visits by foreigners
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Saryeoni Forest Path

 San 137 Gyorae-ri, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si

Saryeoni Forest Path is one of the 31 unexplored regions of Jeju. 
This forest path, which is lined with cedar trees, starts at Bijarim-ro 
and passes through Mulchat Oreum and Saryeoni Oreum.
Because the forest is largely untainted, it's popular among travelers 
who enjoy trekking.

Cheonjiyeon Waterfall

 2-9 Namseongjung-ro, Seogwipo-si

The name "Cheonjiyeon" originates from a pond where the heaven 
and earth meet. The waterfall is 22 m high and the pond is 20 m 
deep. It's open late until 10:00 PM and the view of the waterfall at 
night is quite impressive.
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Jeonbang Waterfall

 35 Chilsimni-ro 214beon-gil, Seogwipo-si

This is one of three outstanding scenic waterfalls on Jeju and the 
only place in South Korea where you can see water cascade straight 
into the sea. Sitting and watching the waterfall will feel like you're 
looking at a traditional painting.

Bijarim

 55 Bijasup-gil, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si

Bijarim has clusters of more than 2,800 nutmeg trees that are 500-
800 years old spread over an area of 450,000 ㎡. It's the largest 
natural forest monument in South Korea. Your mind will immediately 
relax as you walk through the forest path with trees so dense that 
they hide the sky.

Manjanggul (Cave)

 182 Manjanggul-gil, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si

This is the world’s largest known lava tube created by volcanic activity. 
You can feel the magnificence of the landscape that resembles 
being inside an underground palace. The especially exquisite Stone 
Turtle that resembles Jeju Island is particularly popular.

Hyeopjae Beach

 2497-1 Hyeopjae-ri, Hallim-eup, Jeju-si

Hyeopjae Beach goes back and forth as the No. 1 or No. 2 beach on 
the western side of Jeju. It has a beautiful view of the snake-shaped 
Biyangdo Island, the emerald sea, and high sandy beach. The flat 
land and low water level makes it an ideal choice for children.

Hallasan National Park

 1865, 516-ro, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si (Seongpanak)

Hallasan is the highest mountain in South Korea with an altitude 
of 1,950 meters. It was created through volcanic activity and was 
designated as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. There are five 
mountain climbing courses, but only the Seongpanak course and 
Gwaneumsa course will get you to the top.
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Let's Run Park

 2144 Pyeonghwa-ro, Aewol-eup, Jeju-si

This horse racing track opens every Friday and Saturday. It's also a 
horse theme park where you can ride ponies with a free park golf 
course, mini pony museum, and children's playground. They also 
offer exclusive areas for foreigner travelers.

Woljeongri Beach

 33-3 Weoljeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si

"Woljeongri" means "where the moon stops" and the beach has a 
somewhat sentimental scenery. You'll see many people enjoying 
water sports such as surfing, snorkeling, and kayaking. It's a 
beautiful beach where you can simply rest while breathing in the 
fresh ocean air.

Saebyeol Oreum

 San 59-8 Bongseong-ri, Aewol-eup, Jeju-si

One of the main oreums in the western part of Jeju. It's relatively 
steep but the altitude is only 519.3 m (around 30 minutes to reach 
the peak). The annual Jeju Fire Festival is held here every March.

Geomun Oreum

 596-36 Seongyo-ro, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si

Geomun Oreum is the only oreum on Jeju island that is 
a UNESCO World Natural Heri tage. The volcanic terrain 
and lava caves have ex t remely h igh geologica l va lue. 
Trekking is only available through reservations and same-day 
reservations are not accepted.

Hamdeok Beach

 525 Johamhaean-ro, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si

Hamdeok Beach is known for its tall palm trees and white sand 
that contrasts with the emerald beach. The clear waters and low 
water level make it a favorite among families. You can also climb the 
neighboring Seoubong to get a beautiful view of Hamdeok Beach.
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Seopjikoji

 62-3 Goseong-ri, Seongsan-eup, Seogwipo-si

This place is a famous filming location for a Korean drama. In the 
spring, there is magnificent coastal scenery and yellow canola 
flowers, with the backdrop of Seongsan Ilchulbong (Sunrise Peak). 
In the fall, it takes on a romantic atmosphere when the wild flowers 
bloom and the gold reeds blow in the wind.

Cheonjeyeon Waterfall

 132 Cheonjeyeon-ro, Seogwipo-si

Legend says that this waterfall is where 7 fairies used to come to 
take a bath. Cheonjeyeon Waterfall includes 3 waterfalls and the 
walk from Seon-Imgyo to Nandaelim is very tranquil.

Sangumburi (Crater)

 San 38 Gyorae-ri, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si

Unlike other volcanic cones, Sangumburi is a parasitic maar or 
low-relief crater formed by a violent volcanic eruption. This type of 
crater is rare across the globe. The natural botanical garden on 
Sangumburi is home to both temperate and subtropical forest plants.

O'sulloc Tea Museum

 15 Sinhwayeoksa-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si

This tea museum holds various items related to tea from Korea and 
abroad. It's famous for its vast, sprawling green tea field. Inside 
the tea house, you can have a cup of tea brewed by a tea master, 
beverages, ice cream, and roll cakes made of O'sulloc green tea.

Camellia Hill

 166 Byeongak-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si

Camellia Hill is a camellia arboretum with a scenery that changes 
every season. There are over 500 different types of camellias from 
80 countries totaling over 6,000 trees that form a dense forest. 
The diverse vegetation makes the scenery pop for picture-perfect 
moments.
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Seongeup Folk Village

 3294 Seongeup-ri, Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipi-si

Seongeup Folk Village preserves the image of an old Jeju village. 
Locals actually live inside the village. You can see a glimpse of the 
lives of locals who live in traditional houses and coexist with cultural 
heritages.

Oedolgae Rock

 791 Seohong-dong, Seogwipo-si

Oeodolgae Rock is the starting point of Jeju Olle Route 7. It's a stone 
pillar that rises 20 m up from the ocean. Pine trees grow at the peak 
like a scene from a fairy tale. It's a mysterious formation that looks 
different from every angle.

Hueree Natural Park

 256 Sillyedong-ro, Namwon-eup, Seogwipo-si

Hueree Natural Park is filled with different photo spots and there's 
a popular black pig performance every hour. In addition to various 
seasonal festivals, you can ride horses, pet animals, or enjoy a 
plethora of other programs that are perfect for couples or families.

Jusangjeolli Cliff (Jungmun Daepo Coast)

 2763 Jungmun-dong, Seogwipo-si

Jusangjeolli is the largest natural monument in South Korea that was 
created when lava overflowed from the mouth of a volcano and was 
cooled quickly. The stone pillars look like screens that were set up 
like stairs.

Yongmeori Coast

 24-30 Sagyenam-ro 216-beongil, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si

Yongmeori Coast got its name because it looks like the head of 
a dragon entering the ocean. The cliff has taken on a mysterious 
shape as the sandstone bed was cut by the waves over thousands 
of years. It may be closed during high tides or bad weather, so make 
sure to check on the day of your visit.
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Sanbangsan Mountain

 218 Sanbang-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si

Sanbangsan Mountain looks like a massive stone sculpture and is 
large enough to be visible wherever you are on the southwestern 
part of Jeju.  It stands out as the only tall mountain on relatively flat 
land and it is surrounded by Hyeongjeseom Island, Songaksan 
Mountain, and Gapado Island. 

Aewol Handam Coastal Trail

 2461-1 Aewol-ri, Aewol-eup, Jeju-si

With a total length of 1.2 km, you can walk along this coastal trail 
while washing the waves crash right beside you. The trail winds 
around the coast, making it a special experience.

Jeju Folk Village

 631-34 Minsokhaean-ro, Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo-si

Jeju Folk Village retains the traces of olden-day Jeju. Jeju's ritual 
culture was preserved and flowers and trees can be spotted 
everywhere you go. It's a cultural space that shows just how unique 
Jeju is compared to other international cultures.
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Hallim Park

 300 Hallim-ro, Hallim-eup, Jeju-si

Hal l im Park is a tour is t at t ract ion wi th 9 theme parks . 
Former Chinese Premier Jiang Zemin and former Japanese 
P r ime M in i s te r  Yasuh i ro Nakasone v i s i ted t h i s  pa rk . 
It 's a popular spot visited by 1 million people every year. 
Hyeopjae Cave and Ssangyong Cave are also located here.

Ilchul Land

 4150-30 Jungsangandong-ro, Seonsan-eup, Seogwipo-si

Ilchul Land is built with a variety of themes including Riverside Park, 
Folk Village, Cactus Greenhouse, Subtropical Promenade, Jeju 
Wild Flowers/ Basalt Bonsai Garden, Art Center (Craft Experience 
Center), Grass Park, Sculpture Path, and more.

Jungmun Tourism Complex

 35 Jungmungwangwang-ro 72beon-gil, Seogwipo-si

Jungmun Tourism Complex was established in 1978 for its natural 
scenery and geographical environment. It offers accommodations, 
tourism, recreation, and leisure facilities for tourists. It also has 
convention centers for international conferences, shopping centers, 
exercise and gaming centers, and leisure and cultural facilities.

See more tourism information 
Visit Jeju (www.visitjeju.net)
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Yongnuni Oreum, Aesthetics of Beautiful Curves
Thanks to its easy trail and flat slope, Yongnuni Oreum can be enjoyed by anyone. It only takes 20-
25 minutes to reach the top even when walking at a leisurely pace. The curves that move along the 
ridges will calm your mind throughout the walk. There may be strong winds that will make you brace 
yourself, but these winds often feel cool and welcoming. There are horses grazing the pasture and 
you may even see one up close.

Ora-dong Buckwheat Field
This buckwheat field is so large, you won't 
know where it starts or ends. The ocean is 
visible from the north side and a grandiose 
view of Hallasan can be appreciated from 
the south side. Green Barley Festivals and 
Buckwheat Festivals are held by season, 
and these events are packed with visitors 
taking pictures with the scenic backdrop.

GEUMBAEKJORO

DALGMEOLEU

DARANGSWI OREUM

TTARABI OREUM

SANGUMBURI (CRATER) YONGNUNI OREUM

SAEBYEOL OREUM

GEUM OREUM
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Eorimok Course, Hallasan in Winter
Hallasan might be part of Jeju, but it has a completely different climate. Even when Jeju or Seogwipo 
arebright and sunny, rain can suddenly start to fall at Hallasan or become immersed in fog. In order 
to reach Hallasan covered itself in ice and snow, the Eorimok Course is the easier path to take to 
enjoy Hallasan Mountain the winter.

Camellia Hill, Camellia Flowers 
Shine in the Winter
Jeju is home to various flowers and plants, but 
the camellia flower truly shines in the winter. 
Walk along the path covered in camellia petals 
and experience the romance of winter in Jeju. 
The moment will be even more romantic with 
someone you love.

YEONGSIL COURSE

EORIMOK COURSE

CAMELLIA HILL

GWANEUMSA COURSE

SEONGPANAK COURSE

DONNAEKO COURSE

SINHEUNG-RI CAMELLIA TOWN

HUEREE NATURAL PARK
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Difficulty ★★★☆ View ★★★☆ 

3. Seongpanak Hiking Trail (9.6 km, 4 hours 30 minutes)

You will get a sense of being in a forest, but it may be 
difficult due to the long distance and steep slopes. This 
course is recommended for those who are intent on 
conquering Hallasan.

Difficulty ★★★★☆ View ★★★★

4. Gwaneumsa Hiking Trail  (8.7 km, 5 hours)

The Gwaneumsa Trail is noted as the most demanding 
course in Hallasan due to its dramatically shifting 
topography within a 9km course. Because it requires 
about 30 percent more physical strength than the other 
hiking trails, more professional climbers choose this 
trail.

Difficulty ★★☆ View ★★★

1. Yeongsil Hiking Trail (5.8 km, 2 hours 30 minutes)

The Yeongsil Trail is relatively easy as it is the shortest 
course toward Baeknokdam of Hallasan. It is open 
only up to Witse Oreum and does not allow hikers to 
reach Baengnokdam. Because of its relative ease, it is 
suitable for elderly climbers and newlywed couples.

Difficulty ★★★ View ★★☆

2. Eorimok Hiking Trail (6.8 km, 3 hours)

This course is slightly steep but still relatively easy. 
Especially in the winter, snow ispreads across Mansae 
Hill, so you can enjoy the beautiful winter scenery.
Climbers are allowed only up to Witse Oreum.

Difficulty ★★ View ★★☆

5. Donnaeko Hiking Trail (7 km, 3 hours 30 minutes)

The Donnaeko Hiking Trail is a gentle course that 
boasts lush forests that resemble a rainforest. You can 
rest at the Donnaeko Valley camping site.

* You can only reach the peak of Hallasan through the  
 Seongpanak and Gwaneumsa Course via Baeknokdam.
  (The other courses only go up to Witse Oreum Shelter.)

* You need a reservation to climb the Seongpanak Course  
 and Gwaneumsa Course. However, the reservation  
 system has been temporary suspended from February  
 13, 2020 due to COVID-19 and you no longer need a  
 reservation. (System to be resumed in the future.)

* Please check the weather before you begin your hike and 
 check if the trail is open in the event of bad weather. 
   http://www.jeju.go.kr/hallasan/index.htm
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JEJU SUN HOTEL & CASINO

LANDING CASINO

LT CASINOYALANWAN

GONGZI CASINO ROYALPALACE CASINO
MEGALUCK

PARADISE CASINO JEJU GRAND

Paradise Casino Jeju Grand
As the top tourist destination on Jeju Island and located just 10 minutes away 
from the Jeju International Airport, the best of both city and nature can be 
experienced. While relishing the beautiful landscape of Jeju, customers can also 
enjoy classy services at the best casino that represents Jeju.

 80, Noyeon-ro, Jeju-si

 +82-64-740-7773

Royalpalace Casino 
It is adjacent to Jeju International Airport and Jeju Port, and is located in the Jeju 
Oriental Hotel located near the beautiful sea of beautiful Jeju. You can enjoy the 
game comfortably in comfortable facilities, and provide high quality service.

 47 Dongdao Road, Oriental Hotel, Jeju

 +82-64-756-5554

MEGALUCK
Located at the airport and in the city center, you can enjoy a various things to see 
and eat

 KAL Hotel, 151 Jungang-ro, Jeju-si

 +82-64-720-9999

Landing Casino
Welcome to Jeju’s luxury casino, where every day brings new good luck Dazzling 
entertainment shows, diverse events, an enormous theme park, shopping street 
with year-round promotions and discounts, a luxury spa and skincare clinic, fine 
dining by star chefs… enjoy endless fun and a casino experience like no other, 
only at Jeju Shinhwa World Landing Casino.

 38 Sinhwayeoksa-ro 304 beon-gil, Andeok-myeon Seogwipo-si

 +82-64-908-8880
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Important Phone Numbers

Road Information Area Code (064)

Jeju Dongbu Police Station Traffic 
Control Department 750-1261

Jeju Seobu Police Station Traffic 
Control Department 750-1261

Seogwipo Police Station Traffic 
Control Department 760-5261

Traffic Complaints Area Code (064)

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province 
Traffic and Aviation Division 710-2433

Jeju-si Traffic Administration 728-3192

Jeju-si Local Police Agency 710-6314

Seogwipo-si Traffic Administration 760-3111

Duty Free Shops Area Code (064)

JTO Duty Free Shop 780-7700 

JDC Jeju Aiport Duty Free Shop 740-9900

JDC Jeju Port Duty Free Shop No. 1 740-9935

JDC Jeju Port Duty Free Shop No. 2 740-9937

Shilla Duty Free Shop Jeju Airport 1688-1110

Sinjeju Shilla Duty Free Shop 1688-1110

Lotte Jeju Duty Free Shop 731-4430

Permanent Establishments and 
Traditional Markets Area Code (064)

Dongmun Market 712-3001 

Seomun Market 752-0893

Seogwipo Maeil Olle Market 762-1949 

Moseulpo Central Market 732-1301 

Jeju Tourist Information And Complaints

Jeju Information 120 Call Center 064-120

Korea Tourism Organization 1330 1330

Tourism Administrative Organizations Area Code (064)

Tourism Policy Section,  
Jeju Special Self-Governing Province 710-3344

Tourism Promotion Section,  
Jeju City Hall 728-2751~3

Tourism Promotion Section, 
Seogwipo City Hall 760-2651~3

Tourism Related Organizations Area Code (064)

Jeju Tourism Organization 740-6000

Jeju Welcome Center  
Tourist Information Center 740-6000~2

JTO Resident Duty-Free Shop 780-7700

International Convention Center Jeju 735-1000

Jeju Convention & Visitors Bureau 739-1801~4

Jeju Special Self-Governing 
Provincial Tourism Association 742-8861

Jeju Tour Inquiry Office
(Jeju Airport) 742-8866

Jeju Tour Inquiry Office 
(Jeju Harbor) 758-7181

Korea Tourism Organization 
(Jeju Branch) 735-7200

Tourism Associated Agency Websites

Jeju Special Self-governing Province www.jeju.go.kr

Jeju City Hall www.jejusi.go.kr

Seogwipo City Hall www.seogwipo.go.kr

Jeju Tourism Organization www.ijto.or.kr

JTO Resident Duty-Free Shop www.jejudfs.com

International Convention Center Jeju www.iccjeju.co.kr

Jeju Convention & Visitors Bureau www.jejucvb.or.kr

Jeju Special Self-Governing 
Provincial Tourism Association www.hijeju.or.kr

Hospitals Area Code (064)

Jeju National University Hospital 717-1114 

Jeju Hospital 720-2222

Jungang General Hospital 720-2000 

Jeju Hallim Hospital 754-6300 

Hankook General Hospital 750-0000 

Cheju Halla General Hospital 740-5000 

Hanmaeum General Hospital 750-9000 

Seogwipo Hospital 730-3600 

Yeollin Hospital  762-8001

Consulates

United States Consulate 02-397-4114

Japanese Consulate 02-2170-5200

Chinese Consulate 064-900-8840

Taiwanese Consulate 02-399-2767

Vietnamese Consulate 02-738-2318
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